SUPPORT THE EDUCATIONS FOR IMMIGRANTS
Many undocumented students find colleges and universities doors closed to them because of their immigration status after graduation. These are longtime residents of this country who have grown up and have made the United States their home. By supporting student legalization, we are investing in communities that would eventually benefit from the careers that these students are pursuing. Our communities cannot afford to be ignoring these students anymore!

IMMIGRANTS FOR PEACE & JUSTICE CAMPAIGNS
The immigrant communities had increasingly become one of the fastest growing targets for the U.S. military recruiters. With the “promises” of citizenships and show your “patriotism,” many new comers were tricked to join the army to fight the unjust wars of Afghanistan and Iraq. Many injured even killed, we call for No Killing for Citizationships as part of the growing counter-recruitment campaign.

To learn how you can participate at the ISN projects, and endorse the NISN, please visit our webpage: http://www.ImmigrantSolidarity.org

Please Subscribe to our following e-mail listervs!

National Immigrant Solidarity Network National News E-List
Send e-mail to: isn-subscribe@lists.riseup.net

Or join our ISN monthly Action Alert Send e-mail to: isn-digest-subscribe@lists.riseup.net

Asian American Labor Activism Alert! Send-e-mail to: api-la-subscribe@lists.riseup.net

NY, NJ, CT, PA areas immigrant Alert!
Send e-mail to: nyc-immigrantalert-subscribe@lists.riseup.net

U.S.-Mexico Border Action & Information Bulletin e-list
Send E-Mail to: Border01-subcribe@yahoogroups.com

Virginia immigrant organizing list
Send E-mail to: va-immigrantrights-subscribe@lists.riseup.net

Immigrant Detention & Deportation Alert!
Send E-mail: isn-immigrantdetention-subscribe@lists.riseup.net

The National Immigrant Solidarity Network (NISN) is a coalition of grassroots immigrant rights, labor, student/youth, human rights, peace and global justice organization. Our demands are:

1) No to anti-immigrant legislation, and the criminalization of the immigrant communities.
2) No to militarization of the border.
3) No to the immigrant detention and deportation.
4) No to the guest worker program.
5) No to employer sanction and "no match" letters.
6) Yes to a path to citizenship for undocumented immigrants.
7) Yes to speedy family reunification.
8) Yes to civil rights and humane immigration law.
9) Yes to labor rights and living wages for all workers.
10) Yes to the education and LGBT immigrant legislation.

From community education campaigns to direct actions and strategic organizing, we are organizing critical immigrant-worker campaigns that are moving toward justice for all immigrants!
National Immigrant Solidarity Network: Our Vision

National Immigrant Solidarity Network (NISN) was formed November 2003. Dozen national grassroots & community groups were agreed to form a broad-based immigrant support coalition, aim to mobilize community forces to work with different national immigrants and civil rights organizations and in solidarity with their campaigns. NISN is the proud member organizations and leadership of United for Peace & Justice and Latin American Solidarity Coalition.

That's no secrets that domestically, "War Against terror" is in fact oppressions against immigrant communities. However, the government obviously doesn't really want to get rid of all undocumented workers, because it would be the simplest thing in the world to find them. Everyone knows where undocumented workers work. No, we want them here...as long as they don't ask for a living wage and thereby threaten our ongoing massive accumulation of wealth.

The destiny of 12 millions or more undocumented immigrants is one of the critical human rights issues in the U.S., we need a comprehensive immigration reform bill that will guarantee path to the citizenship with dignity. NISN supports the anti-globalization & peace movements to link global campaigns with local justice issues, and to supports community struggles where they lives. THINK GLOBALLY, ACT LOCALLY.

Please subscribe to the U.S. Immigration Alert!
A Monthly Newsletter from National Immigrant Solidarity Network
1 year subscription rate (12 issues) is $35.00 or $25.00 for low-income

Check pay to: NISN/AFGJ
National Immigrant Solidarity Network
P.O. Box 751
South Pasadena, CA 91031-0751

OPPOSE ALL RACIST CONGRESS/WHITE HOUSE ANTI- IMMIGRANT LEGISLATIONS: CLEAR ACT, REAL ID ACT, AND MILITIZATION OF THE BORDER

NISN opposes past and current anti-immigrant legislations from Congress and White House, such as: HR 4437/SB 2611. We cannot accept any bills that will criminalize immigrant communities and enforcing punishments, because immigrant workers are not "illegal," and we deserve respect and basic human rights.

We also oppose the enforcement of CLEAR Act and REAL ID Act. CLEAR Act requires state and local police to enforce federal, civil immigration laws, using local police to enforce federal immigration laws conflicts with their primary mission of fighting crime in our communities. REAL ID Act prohibit states from issuing driver's licenses to undocumented immigrants.

We also strongly against the calls for spending billions of dollars to build a so-called a "high-tech" border fence along U.S.-Mexico border, it'll force migrants to go through even more dangerous journey, it'll be creating more border deaths with tragedies, and only fatten the pockets of the migrant smugglers.

IMMIGRANT LABOR JUSTICE CAMPAIGNS

There's no doubt that immigrant rights and labor rights are closely connected to each other, because many documented and undocumented immigrants are exploited and working at sweatshops conditions because of their legal status or English capacity. NISN working closely with labor groups student organizations and immigrant labor center from across the country, to support the justice for immigrant workers.

CAMPAIGN AGAINST MINUTEMEN

From California to Texas, the self-styled Minutemen and their opponents are gearing up their offensive along the U.S.-Mexico border against migrants. It's time we call for a national coalition and mobilization, and tell the racist Minutemen to "go home!"